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How to support customers’ in fulfilling their 

CO2 targets while maximizing their profit 

along the product lifecycle ?
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▪ What is KraussMaffei doing ?

▪ Why Sustainability Matters for us ?

▪ What is our Sustainability Strategy ?

▪ What are Economical & Ecological Value Driver along the Customer Journey

and why are Lifecycle Services & Digital Services key for Decarbonization ?

▪ Why “D² – Decarbonization powered by Digitalization” ?

▪ How does our Lifecycle Value Calculator prove Economical & Ecological Impact ? 

▪ Our Key Take Aways !

Are you curious?

D² = DECARBONIZATION powered by DIGITALIZATION

How to support customers in fulfilling their CO2 targets while 
maximizing their profit along the product lifecycle ?
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What is KraussMaffei doing ?
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> 50.000
MACHINES IN OPERATIONS
GLOBALLY

> 100.000
SPARE PARTS SHIPMENTS
PER YEAR GLOBALLY

> 20
(DIGITAL) PRODUCTS
TO DRIVE SUSTAINABILITY

AND CIRCULAR ECONOMY

3
MAIN SPARE PART HUBS
IN EUROPE, ASIA AND

AMERICA – DRIVING SPEED
AND AVAILABILITY

> 600
LOCALIZED SERVICE TECHNICIANS
ONSITE FOR CUSTOMER SUPPORT

42
SALES & SERVICE
OFFICES

OUR CUSTOMER VALUE DRIVEN
SERVICE PORTFOLIO…
… based on global E2E processes –
enabled by Digital Solutions

>> Business value for our customers
>> Global support for local success
>> State-of-the-art technologies

> 2.000
ACTIVE USERS OF DIGITAL
PRODUCTS & SERVICE

PER MONTH

6
DIGITAL PRODUCTS

SCALED IN MORE THAN

30 COUNTRIES

5
DIGITALIZATION
HUBS> 40

DIGITAL EXPERTS IN
ONE GLOBAL TEAM

> 100
STARTUPS SCREENED
AND SCOUTED IN THE

LAST 12 MONTHS

> 5 STARTUPS
AND > 10 KEY PARTNERS

IN DIGITAL ECOSYSTEM

2
GLOBAL CUSTOMER SERVICE-
& ECOMMERCE EXPERIENCE

PLATFORMS

EACH NEW MACHINE
EQUIPPED WITH 5G-READY
CONNECTIVITY HARDWARE

> 700
B2B COMPANIES ON
POLYMORE.COM

> 80%
OF REQUESTED MATERIALS
ARE RECYCLATES
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Why Sustainability Matters 

for us ?
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The global Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
The SDGs are a purposeful plan of action for people, planet, and prosperity

▪ The 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) are 

political objectives of the United Nations (UN) that are 

intended to ensure sustainable development at the 

economic, social and ecological levels worldwide.

▪ They were drafted in line with the development process of 

the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) and came 

into force on January 1, 2016, with a term of 15 years 

(until 2030).

▪ Unlike the MDGs, which applied in particular to 

developing countries, the SDGs apply to all states.

▪ The official German title is “Transformation unserer Welt: 

Die Agenda 2030 für nachhaltige Entwicklung” (kurz: 

Agenda 2030) 

▪ By implementing 1.5°C and net-zero-aligned 

strategies, companies will help support the UN 

Sustainable Development Goals.

SOURCE: Sustainable Development Goals. https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/?menu=1300
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Source: Fountain Park Executive Consulting, Leverkusen

Relevant Goals for us as a Mechanical Engineering Company
Selected Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) to get focused and started

Agenda 2030 offers a unique opportunity to 

shape the change toward a sustainable way 

of life and economy on a global scale.

Decent Work and Economic 

Growth

Climate Action

Gender Equality

Responsible Consumption and 

Production
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Halve the carbon footprint every decade until 2050 to avoid catastrophic consequences 
Stabilize temperature rise to max 1.5°C ambition: Emissions peak by 2020, halve by 2030, reach net zero by 2050

Figure: The Carbon Law – halving global greenhouse gas 

emissions every decade. The estimated yearly emission 

level for 20201 is 54 billion tons of carbon dioxide 

equivalents.2

ABOUT THE CARBON LAW 
− Climate change is already harming societies and global economy 

− Need to stabilize temperature rise to a maximum of 1.5°C

to avoid high hazardous risk for people and living environment

− To achieve the 1.5°C ambition and to reach net zero by 2050, global 

greenhouse gas emissions should 

− peak by 2020

− halve every decade until 2050 (= ‘Carbon Law’)

by everyone: companies, cities, nations and citizens

− 195 nations have signed on to the Paris Agreement (COP 21, 2015) 

to make efforts to limit global warming well below 2°C, preferably 

to 1.5°C ambition

− According to ’Carbon Law’, the global average must halve emissions 

every decade. This is a huge challenge and must be viewed as a 

minimum ambition. But it is also an enormous business 

opportunity.

− Doing this will require the fastest economic and societal transition 

in history – everyone should decarbonize as rapidly as possible 

and the wealthiest should go fastest

Key Message
We need to reduce our CO2 emissions 6 – 7% per year 

to achieve 1.5°C ambition. 

SOURCE: IPCC. Summary for Policymakers. In Global Warming of 1.5°C. An IPCC Special Report on the impacts of global warming of 1.5°C above pre-industrial levels and related global greenhouse gas emission pathways, in the context of 

strengthening the global response to the threat of climate change, sustainable development, and efforts to eradicate poverty. Geneva, Switzerland: World Meteorological Organization, IPCC (2018). https://www.ipcc.ch/sr15/

1 This estimate represents the expected situation pre COVID-19 outbreak | 2 Source: https://exponentialroadmap.org/business-playbook/
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https://youtu.be/XRiUQdwLXE0
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Industry Sector contributed in 2020 with ~30% to the global Carbon Dioxide Emissions
Exponential Roadmap Initiative provides Reduction Pathways per Business Sector

Figure: Pathways of Sectors Energy, Industry, Buildings, 

Transport, Food, Nature-based sources.1

Different Pathways per Sector
− The estimated yearly emission level for 2020* is

54 billion tons of carbon dioxide equivalents.

* This estimate represents the expected situation pre COVID-19 

outbreak

− The Industry Sector has contributed in 2020 with

~30% and ~ 16 billion tons of carbon dioxide equivalents to the 

entire global carbon dioxide emissions and is therefore the 

business sector with the largest contribution. 

− Energy emissions only include emissions related to the process of 

energy production – not energy-related emissions from other sectors.

− All different sectors are asked to develop exponential emission 

reduction pathways to limit global warming to 1.5°C, following the 

’Carbon Law’ of halving global greenhouse gas emissions every 

decade.

Key Message
Industry Sector has a significant CO2 emission contribution

and huge challenge to fulfill the expected decarbonization targets.

But this is also an enormous business opportunity. 

SOURCE: IPCC. Summary for Policymakers. In Global Warming of 1.5°C. An IPCC Special Report on the impacts of global warming of 1.5°C above pre-industrial levels and related global greenhouse gas emission pathways, in the context of 

strengthening the global response to the threat of climate change, sustainable development, and efforts to eradicate poverty. Geneva, Switzerland: World Meteorological Organization, IPCC (2018). https://www.ipcc.ch/sr15/

1 Source: https://exponentialroadmap.org/business-playbook/
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What is our Sustainability 

Strategy ?
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Pour ce qui est de l’avenir, il ne s’agit pas 
de le prévoir, mais de le rendre possible.

Die Zukunft soll man nicht voraussehen 
wollen, sondern möglich machen.



THE GOAL IS TO PROVIDE LONG-TERM 

ADDED VALUE FOR OUR STAKEHOLDERS 

without compromising

− The People 

(Social)

− The Planet 

(Environmental)

− The Economy 

(Economic)

This is our big picture of Sustainability@KraussMaffei
Corporate sustainability emphasizes growth and profitability through intentional business practices 

in three areas of our global society

We focus on 

4 OF THE 17 UN GOALS

Environ-

mental

Social 

Economic

15



Our Environmental Goals at KraussMaffei

2023 We will create a roadmap so that our customers 

achieve their sustainability goals!

We reach EcoVadis top rating level „silver“! 

2025 We are a world leading provider of sustainable 

solutions in the plastics industry!

2027 We reach EcoVadis top rating level „gold“!

2030 We operate carbon neutral factories!

2027

20252023 2027

2030



Our sustainability strategy to support our customers while reducing our CO2 footprint
Three building blocks of our KM sustainability strategy

1 CO2 Footprint Scope 1 & 2 | 2 CO2 Footprint Scope 3

Environ-

mental

Social 

Economic

TAKING RESPONSIBILITY FOR SOCIETY

Our contribution by engaging people 

Influence climate action in society

Accelerate effects by working with various stakeholders

Drive social responsibility in our own company

Be an attractive employer of choice

Enforce social responsibility in our supplier value chain

Protect human rights and dignity

INTEGRATING DECARBONIZATION & 

CIRCULAR ECONOMY

in our Product Portfolio Strategy

REDUCING EMISSIONS

of our footprint and supply chain

Reduce our value chain emissions2

Cooperate with all actors along the value chain

Reduce our own emissions1

Operate carbon neutral KM factories

Circular Economy

Lead circular economy in the plastics industry –

from cradle to grave – increase share of 

recycled material in all industries and material 

groups

D² – Decarbonization powered by Digitalization

Fulfill customers’ CO2 targets1,2

while significantly maximizing their profit

Experience at 
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THE PEOPLE

(SOCIAL)

– We take responsibility

for society –

18



A footer can be placed here

How are we taking responsibility for society?

Supply Chain Act Modern places to work

▪ Fulfilment of due diligence and reporting 

obligations regarding respect for and protection 

of human rights, environmental obligations 

▪ Comply with supply chain act by 20231)

▪ German “Lieferkettensorgfaltspflichtengesetz”

▪ Process for ensuring the evidence

▪ Preventive measures

▪ Risk management 

▪ Complaints system 

▪ Policy statement on respect for human rights

▪ Sustainable factories and modern offices in Einbeck, Laatzen and 

Parsdorf

Our contribution by engaging people
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THE PLANET

(ENVIRONMENTAL)

– We reduce emissions –

20



Carbon footprint

How we reduce emissions?

Q3 2022 Q4 2022 Q1 2023 Q2 2023

SCOPE 1 Direct emissions

AND 2 Indirect emissions

all sites globally

SCOPE 3  Indirect 

emissions up- & 

downstream

Munich-Allach, 

Munich-Aubing

and Parsdorf

SCOPE 3

all sites globally

CONCLUSION 

of CO2 emissions 

of whole value 

chain

Continuous IMPROVEMENT 

and REDUCTION

Ongoing

ISO 14001

Environmental policy

▪ Since 07/2022

▪ Certified since 08/2022 for 

KraussMaffei Technologies 

▪ Other sites to follow from 2023

▪ Measurement for scope 1 & 2 concluded

▪ Measurement for scope 3 in progress

Reduction of our CO2 footprint and our supply chain

21



What will be the contribution of our new sites to reduce emissions?

Parsdorf (Munich) & Laatzen (Hanover) are built with sustainability in mind

Impressive examples from new site Parsdorf (similar for Laatzen):

• Roof PV system 7,500 kWp! => one of the largest PV on a roof top

• Combined heat and power plant - electricity generation with simultaneous 
heat generation (1,000 kW electricity and heating capacity)

• Green roofs & walls on the parking garages

• Bee strips on all roofs

• Electric charging stations in the parking garage

• Energy-efficient LED lighting

• Utilization of groundwater

22



THE ECONOMY

(ECONOMIC)

– We support customers with

our Sustainability solutions –

23



How we support you with our Sustainability solutions?
Examples shown at the K22 fair

D² – Decarbonization powered by Digitalization 

Fulfill your CO2 targets while significantly 

maximizing your profit

Circular Economy 

Lead circular economy in the plastics industry –

from cradle to grave – increase share of recycled 

material in all industries

socialProduction – liveCare

KraussMaffei condition 

monitoring

pioneersClub –

lifecycle value calculator

Creating transparency on 

your economic and ecological

situation and potential

Circular economy show case

From insulin pen caps to 

automotive front end carrier

APCplus

Higher share of recyclate

while keeping the shot weight 

& quality constant

Selected examples
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What are Economical & Ecological

Value Driver along the Customer Journey

and why are Lifecycle Services & Digital 

Services key for Decarbonization ?
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THE CUSTOMER

PERSPECTIVE

– ‘walking in customer’s shoes’ –

26



Changing Digitalized & Decarbonized World requires new mindset from product to 
customer centricity along the entire Customer Journey & Product Lifecycle

27

From…
PRODUCT-CENTRIC Approach

To…
CUSTOMER-CENTRIC Approach by putting the CUSTOMER-

JOURNEY in the center of our thinking and doing

This KraussMaffei 

machine is charac-

terized by the following 

features.

What customer value

does (only) the 

KraussMaffei solution 

have for me over the 

entire product lifecycle?

Customer

Journey

Interest

Advocacy

Justify

Learn

Order

Receive

Specify/

Evaluate

Use

Install/Commission

Start/Train

Maintain/

Repair

Retrofit/

Upgrade

Recycle/

Phase out



Majority of Lifecycle Cost & CO2 Emissions occurs in the Operations Phase of a Machine
Cost & CO2 distribution over the life cycle of an Injection Molding Machine1

1 Thiede et al. 2011, Dynamic Cost of Ownership Calculation of Injection Molding Machines

10 – 20% (CAPEX)
Initial Investment1

− Purchase of the equipment

− Installation of the machine

→ 30 – 40 % CO2

80 – 90% (OPEX)
Operating Costs1

− Energy consumption

− Maintenance 

− Operating equipment

− Environmental costs

− Downtime

− Material costs

− Labor costs

→ 60 – 70 % CO2

The initial investment of a new injection 

molding machine accounts for ‘only’

10 – 20% of the life cycle costs.

The carbon footprint in building a machine is

30 – 40 % of the life cycle carbon footprint.

The largest financial expenditure and

CO2 emissions occurring after installation.

This offers enormous scope for improvements

in terms of financial and environmental optimization

after the initial investment.

Key Message
Servicing and modernization of machines

is the No. 1 lever for reducing the 

carbon footprint & optimizing costs !
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10 – 20% (CAPEX)
Initial Investment1

− Purchase of the equipment

− Installation of the machine

→ 30 – 40 % CO2

Energy Consumption is one of the main factors in the Operating Costs of a Machine
Breakdown of the operating costs of an Injection Molding Machine1

1 Based on: Thiede et al. 2011, Dynamic Cost of Ownership Calculation of Injection Molding Machines, Energy costs updated to price level of 2022

59%

12%

5%

18%

6%

Labor Costs

Material

Other Costs

Energy Consumption

Maintenance

(e.g., Downtime, 

Environmental Costs, 

Operating Equipment)

80 – 90% (OPEX)
Operating Costs1

− Energy consumption

− Maintenance 

− Operating equipment

− Environmental costs

− Downtime

− Material costs

− Labor costs

→ 60 – 70 % CO2

Key Message
ENERGY CONSUMPTION is one of the main 

factors in the operating costs 

of the machines (even before the energy crisis).
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Service Suppliers addressing the largest share of Emissions in the entire Value Chain
Impact areas to accelerate decarbonization from a customer journey perspective

(4) Operate(2) Purchase(1) Demand

Interest Learn Specify/

Evaluate

Justify Order Receive Use Advocacy 

Customer Journey

(3) Implement

Install/

Commission

Start/Train Maintain/ 

Repair

Retrofit/ 

Upgrade

Recycle/

Phase out

Outside in perspective

Sustainable Design 

Sustainable Sourcing & 

Production

Sustainable Logistics Sustainable Operation & Maintenance

End-of-Life ManagementSustainable Ramp-up

K
E

Y
 S

E
R

V
IC

E
 

IM
P

A
C

T
 A

R
E

A
S

Purchased 

goods

− Fuel and energy-

related activities

− Upstream and 

downstream 

transportation

− Use of purchased products and 

services 

25% 10%

CO2 emissions 

along the value chain

Category | % CO2

Impact areas

for decarbonization 

along the value chain

30

CO2 footprint of a product

The CO2 emissions broken down to the individual products lead to the calculation of a product’s footprint.

65%

Sustainable Procurement



Why “D² – Decarbonization 
powered by Digitalization” ?
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D² – DECARBONIZATION 

POWERED BY DIGITALIZATION
– Fulfill customers’ CO2 targets1

while significantly maximizing their profit –

1 CO2 Footprint Scope 1 & 2 & 3
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Data is our new electricity!

PB = PetaBytes, 1 PB = 1,000 TeraBytes = 1015 Bytes = .1.000.000.000.000.000 Bytes

>50k
KraussMaffei

machines worldwide

>2k
new KraussMaffei 

machines every year

>8 PetaByte

of machine data generated  

per year in 2024
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Industrial IoT Solutions & Intelligent Data Usage as key enabler for Decarbonization 
Contribution to OEE optimization and fulfillment of sustainability goals

DATA 

INTELLIGENCE

Customer

Journey

OEE & 

SUSTAINABILITY

GLOBAL 

CONNECTIVITY

Availability

Performance

Quality

CO2 Footprint

Lifecycle Cost Reduction
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Integrated view on Decarbonization & Digitalization will create Impact
The magic formula for future success

Customer

Journey

D2 =
Fulfill CO2 targets while maximizing profit 

along the product lifecycle !

“
Without ecological business goals, 

no sustainable economic business goals 

can be achieved !

Digitalization paves the way for sustainability by 

collecting, monitoring & analyzing data !

Decarbonization 

powered by Digitalization

Sustainable business is the responsibility of us all !
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CIRCULAR ECONOMY

– recycling & measurement

of end-to-end CO2 footprint  –

36



Lead Circular Economy in the Plastics Industry – from Cradle to Grave
Automotive component from medical insulin pen caps 

INTELLIGENT 

DIGITAL 

SOLUTIONS
powerMolding 1300-11900

With APCplus and LRX EasyControl

Producing an Automotive Frontend carrier 

PX 200-1400

Producing insulin pen caps

ZE 28 BluePower

ReCompounding

37

Key Message
Increase share of recycled material in all industries and material groups 

& optimize emissions along the material lifecycle

Circular Economy

from medical insulin 

pen caps

to automotive com-

ponent



CO2-Monitoring and Management by MOTAN & KraussMaffei @ K 2022 

Raw Material

PX 200-1400 

Injection Molding Machine Medical

including Material Conditioning & Transport

ZE 28 BluePower ReCompounding

Compounding & Under Water Granulation

powerMolding 1300-11900 

Injection Molding Machine Automotive 

including Material Conditioning & Transport

MATERIAL CO2 FOOTPRINT

Secondary Raw Material

CO2/kg CO2/kg

CONTINUOUS ENERGY CONSUMPTION TRACKING IN “KWH/KG”

Shredded Flakes

Illustrative Illustrative

socialProduction | liveCare 

APCplus

dataXplorer

socialProduction | liveCare 

APCplus

dataXplorer

dataXplorer
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Lead Circular Economy in the Plastics Industry – from Cradle to Grave
Automotive component from medical insulin pen caps 

39

CIRCULAR ECONOMY
KraussMaffei @ K-Fair Oct 2022

recycling & measurement of 

end-to-end CO2 footprint 

Circular Economy

from medical insulin 

pen caps

to automotive com-

ponent



DIGITAL PRODUCTS & 

SOLUTIONS 

– examples of contribution to 

customer’s sustainability goals –

1 CO2 Footprint Scope 1 & 2 & 3

40



socialProduction enables a completely new way of digital production & communication
The Product Family socialProduction from KraussMaffei

41

socialProduction …

− Visualizes all relevant machine information in an 

app* and in a web application

− Enables location and time-independent 

monitoring of the machines and the production 

process

− Contains the modular selectable products 

productionMonitor, processSupport and liveCare

KEY FACTS

socialProduction Web socialProduction App

* currently only available for productionMonitor & processSupport

productionMonitor

processSupport

liveCare

Product family socialProduction

simulationAssist**

** currently under development



liveCare – Optimize your CO2 footprint and OPEX by predictive condition monitoring
socialProduction | liveCare

VISUALIZED HEALTH STATUS OF 

CRITICAL MACHINE COMPONENTS

Continuous supervision of critical machine components
Current and historical condition of machine components 

can be called up at any time. 

Optimized utilization & energy consumption of components
Condition-based maintenance instead of time-based or corrective 

maintenance. Components can be changed at the right time, 

to avoid an increase in energy consumption or cycle time.

Optimized maintenance process 
Increased technical availability of the production system 

while reducing spare parts inventory.
CATCH PHRASE
Intelligent health tracker for machine components

42



APC plus is the cruise control for your production process to recyclates & optimize CO2

No matter the circumstances – the outcome stays the same

°CDifferent 
operators

• Batch changes
• Humidity

• Filler content

• Regrind
• …

• Humidity 
variations

• Seasons

• Day & night
• …

• Wear effects
• Functionality 

of non-return 

valve
• …

Temperature
fluctuations

APC plus keeps your production 

process constant in all conditions!
shot

volume
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APC plus is the cruise control for your production process to recyclates & optimize CO2

No matter the circumstances – the speed stays the same

A cars cruise control keeps its velocity 

constant in all conditions… 
velocity
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Human-to-Human 

communication

Full accessibility enables a new level of remote services for reducing CO2

Human-to-Machine 

communication

▪ Hardware troubleshooting

▪ Process optimization

▪ 3rd party unit troubleshooting

▪ Maintenance support

KM smartAssist KM remoteAccess

can cover all situations inside the machine controls, 

its components and even peripheral units 

KM remoteSupport

▪ Controls troubleshooting 

▪ Software updates

▪ Remote programming

▪ 3rd party component remote 

access
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Hidden champion to reduce emissions
remoteSupport is the best lever for carbon savings

1) 30x flight à 1600km +160 trips per car à 300km  2) apporx. 15% avoided on site visits and 650 field service 

engineers incl. agents

201g/km 139g/km 36g/km 32g/km

remoteSupport has a huge and direct measurable impact on 

our Carbon footprint 

▪ remoteSupport can eliminate 30-40% of all on-site visits by e.g.  a 

better upfront clarification, spare part identification or expert remote 

assistance

▪ Often only the most environmentally harmful means of transport like plane 

and single occupied cars are used so eliminating travels have the 

hugest carbon impact for field service

64 t
Each field service engineer produces up to 64t of carbon 

emissions per year 1

up to 15%
Of CO2 emissions of industrial equipment manufacturers 

are caused by Field Service Technicians

Outlook

▪ Approval for a research project with FIR to standardize the determination 

of the carbon savings
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As trusted energy optimization partner, we offer a broad range of solutions
Our flowerpot of energy solution 

PROCESS MANAGEMENT

APCplus 

Start handling run-in 

Electronic water distributor

Energy analysis

Eco Button

Weekly Timer 

PLASTICIZING MANAGEMENT

HPS screws 

Adaptations

EcoPac insulation

Insulation pipes

ADDITIONAL SERVICE OFFERINGS

Energy Consulting

Application Technology Support

Maintenance and inspections

Fluid Management 

DIGITAL PRODUCTS

smartAssist

remoteAccess

dataXplorer

socialProduction | productionMonitor

socialProduction | processSupport

socialProduction | liveCare 

Higher stability of production processEnergy saving Performance increase Reduced costs of downtimeInvest for Retrofit

DRIVE TECHNOLOGY

Servo pump concept (Blue Power)

Replacement motors with higher 

efficiency class

Economizer 

E-screw drive 

Energy saving software 

Accumulator management



KraussMaffei Digitalization efforts also recognized by others

PIONEERING…

Digital Transformation Award 2021

Economy Journal ‚Capital‘ together with Strategy Consulting ‚Infront‘ evaluated 127 large 

companies from 8 industries about their digital transformation: 

KraussMaffei is awarded to be among the TOP 5 German Engineering Companies 2021

Industry of Things World Award 2021

The IoT World Award honors extraordinary projects in the manufacturing industry and 

celebrates exceptional solutions & innovations. KraussMaffei won the 2nd place in the 

category “Combining economic success and sustainability: Using IoT to move 

towards carbon-neutral production”

Digital Champion 2022

Focus Money, a leading German business journal, did a comprehensive study with around 

12.500 German companies by the IMWF Institute for Management and Economic 

Research, commissioned by “Deutschland Test" with the scientific support of the Hamburg 

Institute of International Economics.

…PAYS OFF

The recognition motivates us even more!
48
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How does our Lifecycle Value 

Calculator show Economical & 

Ecological Impact ? 

49



Get transparency on your CO2 emission and economic impact
pioneersClub lifecycle value calculator

YOUR LIFECYCLE VALUE

Our pioneersClub calculator creates transparency 

and provides solutions 

Calculate the economical and ecological

impact along your product lifecycle

Identify solutions to realize the impact,

powered by our digital solution e.g., 

our condition monitoring system “liveCare”

Get advice by our experts

50
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Our Key Take Aways !



52

1. Sustainable management is our joint responsibility !

2. ~ 60 – 70 % of the CO2 are caused by the operation of the machines and plants ! 

3. Servicing and modernization of machines is the No. 1 lever for

reducing the CO2 footprint !

4. Digitalization as key enabler towards sustainability !

5. No sustainable economy without ecological sustainability !

Key Takeaways

D² = DECARBONIZATION powered by DIGITALIZATION

How to support customers in fulfilling their CO2 targets while 
maximizing their profit along the product lifecycle ?



QUESTIONS



WE MAKE PLASTIC GREEN

We, meaning all employees at 

KraussMaffei, are committed to 

incorporating climate actions into 

all our activities in order to foster 

sustainable business growth!

WE DELIVER SOLUTIONS to 

REDUCE YOUR CO2 FOOTPRINT. 

Thank You !


